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Discernment Part 18    Other Religions pt.8  Practical Atheism & faith       2-17-2002

WHAT IS FAITH?

There is often a mystical element to people's understanding of faith – that faith somehow transcends reason and rationality.  I believe that to be extremely dangerous (once we leave rational thinking, what is to keep us from error?  And what separates us from the pagan mystics?)  

The Correct Understanding Of faith And Unbelief

Faith is neither a leap in the dark nor some magical religious experience.  Faith is nothing more than being convinced of the trustworthiness of something based on the weight of the evidence for that thing.  

Those who believe the earth is round, for instance, do not hold that view because they prefer roundness to flatness in principle.  It is no leap in the dark.  

People believe the earth to be round because they are convinced by the evidence.   Even people who may feel that a flat earth would be preferable generally believe that it is round anyway - in spite of their preference.  The Bible calls this kind of certainty "faith."

Some people still believe in a flat earth.  The reason these people are criticized for their belief is that to hold the flat earth view one must disregard overwhelmingly strong evidence to the contrary.  

If you stubbornly cling to a rejection of some view without evidence for your position, even in the face of overwhelming evidence in favor of the other position, that’s irrational.    Richard Swinburne calls this "irrational belief." The Bible calls it "unbelief."

Unbelief is a refusal to believe even in the face of doubt.

Faith, then, is nothing more than believing that which the evidence supports, and unbelief is the irrational and foolish refusal to believe that which has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt by the evidence. 

Religious Faith

Someone may object at this point: "Religion is different.  There is no hard evidence for religion like there is for science."  

But the entire Christian faith is based on a claim about an historical event that either did or did not happen.  If Jesus died and remained dead, the religion that claims validity only if the resurrection actually occurred in space and time is invalid, regardless of how sincerely one may believe in it.  

If Jesus did raise himself from the dead, then those religions that claim he did not are in error.

Biblical Descriptions of Faith
The idea that faith is believing apart from evidence is sometimes advocated in light of passages like Heb.11:1 and Jn.20:29.  

The description of faith given in Heb.11:1 seems to remove faith from reason.  Many would paraphrase the verse as follows: "Faith is being convinced of something when there is no evidence, and being certain of something that cannot be proven."  If this is an accurate paraphrase, this verse would certainly suggest a non-evidence view of faith.

According to Heb.11:1, faith is the hupostasis of things hoped for, and the elegchos of things not seen.  

The term, hupostasis carries the idea of a foundation, particularly the firmness or solidness of a foundation.  The term took on the meaning of confidence rooted in foundational reliability, which is how it is used in the New Testament.

Faith, then, is being confident of something because it has a firm basis in truth.

The form of the verse is parallelism.  The same truth is stated twice in different terms so as to provide a clearer understanding and to highlight the main point.  

The ideas that are repeated become the primary message of the verse.  

The word the writer uses to restate hupostasis is elegchos. 

This term is a more difficult term to define, as it is used only one other time in the NT, and then in an entirely different context. II Timothy 3:16  

The meaning, however, must support hupostasis since it is in parallel form.  

The best understanding of this term seems to be confidence in the sense of religious conviction. "elegchos," Thayer's Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament, p.202.
  

So Heb.11, the faith chapter, begins by describing faith as a strong religious belief in what we hope for because it is firmly founded in reliability.  

The chapter goes on to illustrate the meaning of this in religious life.  In each case, the man of faith did the right thing based on his confidence in what God said.  

Noah's act of faith, for example, was heeding God's warning and building an ark to protect him from a coming disaster that had no visible signs.  

The reason believing in the absence of physical evidence is commended, is not because faith is not based on evidence. It is because it demonstrates that the person considers God's word a factor that is rooted deeper in truth than tangible observation.  

Noah did not believe the flood was coming in the absence of evidence.  He believed it precisely because of the evidence.  He considered God's word to be evidence that was stronger than the counter-evidence (physical observation).  

Noah had faith; that is, he believed that which the strongest evidence supported.  The rest of the people did not have faith, because they believed contrary to the strongest evidence. 

John 20:29

Thomas required that he be able to actually touch the wounds of Jesus before he would believe.  Jesus accommodated him, but then said, Jn 20:29 "Because you have seen me, you have believed; blessed are those who have not seen and yet have believed." 

This is often interpreted to indicate that it is O.K. to believe based on evidence, but it is much better to believe in the absence of evidence.

When I was in seminary a student once asked "If there is evidence for God, why do I need faith?  My Bible constantly tells me to have faith, but if there is proof that God exists, I do not need faith."  

Faith is seen by people like that as the boost that carries us through in times when there is a lack of evidence.  It is a leap in the dark.  

The phrase, "a leap of faith" is often used to describe a decision to do something that goes against all reason.

The problem with this interpretation of Jn.20:29 is that evidence is considered simultaneously good and bad.  

But if faith is understood as believing something based on the weight of the evidence for it,  the verse makes perfect sense.  

In Thomas' case, Jesus previous words about his resurrection and the teaching of Scripture were not enough to convince him that Jesus would, in fact, rise.  

His own observation, however, was enough to convince him.  

Thomas' problem was not that he required evidence, but that Jesus' words were not strong enough evidence to convince him.  

Suppose there were a reliability rating system for evidence, and 50 on this scale was the level at which someone was convinced.  If Thomas' own observation rated at 75 on this scale, Jesus' words would rate somewhere lower - perhaps 10 or 20.  

The reason those who believe without having seen are called blessed is because the fact that they believe means they place God's Word high on the scale.  

The passage, then, does not promote irrationality.  On the contrary, if there is sufficient evidence that the Bible is God's Word, and that God is reliable, then the most rational thing a person can do is consider it higher than any other source on the reliability scale.

"What about the people who believe Christianity apart from evidence or reason?  Is that good or bad?"  The answer, very simply, is that it is good that they believe the truth, but bad that their belief does not have evidence as its foundation.  Such a person is not very safe in his belief, because it has no foundation.  

Suppose a person were convinced of the notion that kindness is better than cruelty, but he became convinced of that by means of poor evidence and faulty reasoning.  Perhaps he did a kind deed and had a nice feeling as a result.  From this feeling he deduced that kindness must be good (This is faulty reasoning, because emotions do not always correspond to reality).  

In this case it is good that the person believes kindness to be good, but bad that he believes it based on faulty reasoning.  The reason it is bad is because faulty reasoning can lead people astray.  Suppose that person committed an act of cruelty and felt a feeling of satisfaction.  The person may then be converted to believing that cruelty is the best policy.  

Trust may be blind (just as belief in a scientific theory may be blind), but it need not be.  In fact, it ought not be.  

We do not leave cash sitting on the dashboard of our unlocked cars when we leave them in parking lots, because we have no reason to believe that those who may happen by our cars are trustworthy.  

On the other hand, if a wife has been faithful to her husband for the full thirty years of their marriage, their relationship is strong and healthy, and she has never lied to him; and she arrives home late from a meeting ("counter-evidence"), the husband would be irrational if he accused her of having an affair.  

In the same way, the most rational thing a child with a thorn could do would be to trust his parent to do the right thing (assuming the parent has always loved and cared for the child).  

Trust is related to the accumulation of evidence.  In this way trust is no different than scientific theory.

Faith is never anything more than believing something based on evidence.  God never calls us to believe anything other than that for which there is the best evidence and even forbids us to believe based on inadequate evidence. 

Examples:
God was angry with Israel in the wilderness because they refused to trust him even in light of the evidence of his trustworthiness. Numbers 11:1  

When John the Baptist asked if Jesus was the one in whom Israel was to believe, Jesus' answer was nothing but a recitation of evidence. Matthew 11:2-6   

Capernaum will receive a greater judgment than Sodom, because although both were guilty of refusal to believe, Capernaum did it in the light of greater evidence. Matthew 11:20-24 

CONCLUSION

Faith is not some mystical optimism with the power to actually make things work out better.  It is simply accepting that which is most probable.  

This is why faith can carry a Christian through a difficulty, but at the same time is no aid to an unbeliever.  God has said that he will work everything out in the best interests of his own (Ro.8).  

No such promise is made for those who are not part of God's family.  Faith is not hoping against hope that thing will work out, it is being convinced that God was reliable when he claimed to be good.  If so, then the evidence demands that a person count on God to do what is good whether it appears good or not.  

What should we do when science & Scripture conflict?
Let’s broaden the question: What should you do when any history conflicts with science? (wait for an answer)

The truth is science and Scripture never do conflict.  Science doesn’t conflict with anything, because science doesn’t say anything.  Science does not make any propositions.  Science doesn’t make any truth claims.

Science is a tool that has neither a mind nor a mouth.

  Scientists make truth claims.

What should we do when the truth claims of scientists conflict with the Bible?  Should we always give the benefit of the doubt to the scientists and assume they are without error?

Not even scientists do that – they couldn’t because the findings of scientists conflict with the findings of other scientists every day.

Before talking about what to do when science conflicts with Scripture, let’s talk about what we do when science conflicts with science.

Suppose one brilliant scientist studies the ruins of an ancient city and based on the pottery, architecture and historical accounts, and dates the destruction of that city no later than 500 BC.

Then another brilliant scientist discovers inscription evidence at the same site that requires a date no earlier than 300 BC.

This kind of thing happens all the time.  What should we do?

When you are working a crossword puzzle, and there are two possible words that will fit in 12 down, what do you do?

If you think there is a greater chance that one word will work, you may pencil it in lightly until you check the possible answers going across and see which matches up.

That’s what scientists do.  When there is conflicting evidence, any theory derived from one set of data is held somewhat lightly until the conflicting set of data can be adequately explained.

That’s the approach scientists take when science appears to conflict with itself.

We should take the same approach when any to valid avenues of knowledge appear to lead to contradictory conclusions. 

So when the historian claims, “A” and the scientist claims “non-a” the most rational response is to examine which of the two is more likely to be in error.

If you determine the historian has better evidence and a smaller likelihood of error, you should accept his claim and reject the claim of the scientist.

And if you do that, that is not “unscientific” any more than it is unscientific for a scientist to reject the claims of another scientist.

People talk about how to resolve conflicts between Christianity and science as if science were a monolithic, unified set of beliefs.  

Another false assumption people make is that just because some scientific data can be explained by some theory, that theory must be correct.

Sometimes there is more than one conclusion that can reasonably fit a set of data.

Evidently, what we observe about the cosmic microwave background seems to be consistent with a big bang 14 billion years ago.  That maybe true, but it doesn't prove there was a big bang 14 billion years ago.  

That same data may be consistent with other explanations as well.  For example, the creation model.

In the past there have been incorrect scientific theories that seemed to fit the data better than correct ones.
 
I have been told that initially, Ptolomy's model of a geocentric system actually worked better than early Copernican models.  That is, you could more accurately predict which stars would do what from Ptolomy's system than from Copernicas' more correct system, because of the complexity of Ptolomy's system and a few things Copernicus was unaware of at first.
 
So sometimes an incorrect model can explain the evidence better than a correct model when there is some information missing.
 
If the conflict can't be resolved, we are better off to accept what the Bible says and leave our scientific observations that seem to conflict in the category of a mystery.  

I say that because Hebrew grammar is much easier to interpret than levels of decay in rocks or the cosmic microwave background.  

Also, being correct about what the Bible says is far more important than being correct about interpreting our scientific observations, 


Which is Best?
We have talked about three valid avenues for obtaining truth: philosophy or reason, scientific observation, and eyewitness accounts (including history).

And since we believe God to be the source of all truth, we think of those as three forms of revelation. We should faithfully and as skillfully as possible use all three.

One thing we must not do is give them equal weight.  

Depending on the issue at hand, one discipline will be much more reliable and helpful than the others.

Science is much better than philosophy when it comes to understanding how atomic energy works.

History can be much more specific than science in determining how Abraham Lincoln died.

Philosophy works best for discovering inconsistencies in a theory.

Science is by far the best for discovering how rocks appear today.

History is by far the best for discovering what happened to those rocks in the distant past (if there is a reliable historical account).

That brings us to a very important subject: natural revelation vs. special revelation.

Natural revelation is what God has revealed through the creation; and special revelation is what He revealed in the Bible.

The leading apologist for old earth creationism is Hugh Ross, a former astrophysicist who is now is a full-time apologist for progressive creationism. Ross says modern science is necessary to understand the meaning of the Bible.

In Creation and Time Ross goes so far as to say “The facts of nature may be likened to a 67th book of the Bible.”  He goes on to say it is absurd to think that the Bible is a superior form of revelation or that any revelation could be inferior to any other form (Quoted in Battle for the Beginning p.59)

And in practice, Ross elevates natural revelation above Scripture (although he would not agree that he does), because when he says modern science is necessary in order to understand what Genesis meant all along, he is saying God’s Word, by itself, is not adequate to give us the truth.  
The study of nature, however, is.

How do we respond to Ross?  Isn’t “all truth God’s truth”?  If it’s truth from God, how could some truth from God be better than other truth from God?

The answer is it’s not that one is better; it’s just that some revelation is more specific. 

Natural revelation is less precise because it is implicit.  A good definition of natural revelation is that which is implied in the creation.  We can look to the sky and know that God is powerful and glorious – that information is implied in what we see.

Special revelation is made up of explicit statements about God.

You don’t have to be an expert in language or logic to understand that there is a greater chance of error in interpreting implied messages than messages that are explicitly stated.

If you want to know the superiority of Scripture over natural revelation, just read Ps.19 and compare. You can look at the heavens and see that God must be glorious.  But Ro.1 makes it clear that that is specific enough information to condemn those who reject it, but not to save your soul.

On the other hand, Ps.19 goes on to talk about Scripture and points out that it has power to make fools wise, give light to blind eyes and to convert the soul.

That’s why Paul makes the case for sending missionaries in Ro.10.  Everyone in the world can see the creation, but they have no hope of being saved unless someone comes and preaches the Gospel.

Ross encourages the practice of using modern scientific believes as an interpretive grid through which we should view Scripture (which really places natural revelation above Scripture, not equal to it as Ross claims).

The practice of interpreting the explicit by means of what you think was implied is something you do in dealing with a dishonest person.

If your husband is explicitly saying, “I love you” but won’t accept that because you think his actions imply otherwise, you are interpreting his explicit statement through the grid of what you regard as an implied message.

You only do that when you are convinced you are dealing with a dishonest husband.  If he is perfectly honest, then you just accept what he says at face value, and you interpret his actions accordingly.

So, what is the best, most specific, most reliable source of information about the beginning?  History.  We have an eyewitness account of God Himself, who was there, who has a perfect memory, who is perfectly honest, and who is an able communicator.  

If it can be established that that statement is true – that the Bible is God’s innerant word, then it would be irrational to elevate any other method for gaining knowledge above the record of Scripture. 

What to tell the practical Atheist
Remind him of judgment day, even if he claims not to believe in it.

Deep down they know they deserve judgment. They have just suppressed the truth and need to be reminded.

Ro.1:32   they know God's righteous decree that those who do such things deserve death 

